Shwezin Win
Three words other people use to describe you:
Fun, Focused, Caring
Why the Power of the Parent mission aligns with you:
Being a parent and a step parent in the workplace, I understand the challenges. I see so
many talented parents leaving organisations, struggling with the constant need to
chose between personal or professional success. My passion is to champion working
parents, helping to ensure it’s not a choice and that parents can thrive on both fronts.
Outside of Power of the Parent we’ll find you doing:
Singing in a choir, spending time with family and friends, painting, exercise. I'm also
busy building my business (Win at life) coaching working parents, young adults and
teens to develop that unshakable belief in themselves to succeed in life.
You can’t go without:
Exercise
A failure you learnt from:
Trying to get ahead of myself for a presentation at work (to impress my boss), I
decided to crack on with writing the deck. I worked all hours in advance of our meeting
so I could show him how much effort I’d put in. At the meeting, after the first few
minutes of the discussion, I realised I had misinterpreted the brief. My learning – don’t
let your need to impress override your basic skill to clarify the goal before setting off to
deliver the work.
Your current definition of success:
Being authentic, happy, having fun and making a positive difference to others.
How you celebrate the good stuff:
We’re always celebrating, no success is too small for a treat, mostly to something
“bad” like the waffle and pancake shop or a night out to a fancy restaurant. I gave my
eldest daughter a box of her favourite chocolates at the end of what was for her a very
stressful week at school .
A cracking day in / out would include:
Wonderful company, lots of laughter – add in great food, some champagne and
desserts/chocolates (I do have a very sweet tooth!) and I’m a happy bunny.

